


VISION

A community in which individuals are healthy and well.

MISSION

The Leduc Community Hospital Foundation mobilizes the power of 
volunteers and the generosity of donors and partners to elevate the 

health and wellbeing of the community.
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ABOUT US

We are a registered charity guided and governed
by a dedicated, volunteer Board of Trustees. 

The Executive Director, who reports to the board,
is responsible for the day-to-day
operations and administration.
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OUR PEOPLE

Board of Trustees
Christina Forth, Chair

Camille Bailer, Vice-Chair
Lynette Hayden, Treasurer

Ali Gibbon, Secretary
Kirsha Campbell

Besy Candray
Kristina Dembinski

Brenda Reimer
Roger Villa

Staff
Colleen Zimmerman

Executive Director

Kailey Cardwell
Social Media & Marketing

Volunteers
More than 30 dedicated people who 
aid and assist us throughout the year

A small but mighty team
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WHAT WE DO

Since 1993, we have worked with community partners 
to enhance services at local health care facilities. 

We raise and distribute funds to support
health care in our community.
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SUPPORTING HEALTH CARE

From a microwave in a family lounge at the hospital, to palliative care 
initiatives, medical unit enhancements or state-of-the-art high-tech 

equipment such as the CT scanner, no need has been too big or small.

And now a new opportunity is on the horizon. 
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AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY

Leduc Community Hospital Emergency Room Renovation
-Project Scoping Study-

Our community is growing and the need for an extensive ER renovation 
is important to the future of emergency care in our community. 

A project scoping study and report is the essential first step in 
undertaking such a significant capital project.

The Foundation can expedite this step by funding the study
(vs. AHS pursuing it through internal channels).
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AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY

Leduc Community Hospital Emergency Room Renovation
-Project Scoping Study-

AHS has estimated the study will cost up to $35,000.

Organizations and municipalities are experiencing the impact of current fiscal 
constraints – it is not possible for a single group to fund the study and report.

The Foundation is seeking partner funding to complete this study in 2024 
with the cost split between the Foundation, the City of Leduc

and Leduc County. 

Other foundations in Alberta have used this approach to expedite and 
support much-needed capital projects in their communities. 
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YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS

The City of Leduc has been a committed
supporter of the Foundation for many years.

– Sponsoring the Charity Golf Classic, Hockey Classic and other events –

– Major sponsor of ‘Bringin’ the Country Back’ drive-in concert –

– Attending and promoting our events –

– Numerous donations and financial contributions –

Thank you! 
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OUR REQUEST

We are requesting $11,700 in funding support from the City for the 
project scoping study for the Emergency Room (ER) renovation at the 

Leduc Community Hospital.
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QUESTIONS? 
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THANK YOU

We value our relationship with you
and look forward to your 
continued support.

(780) 980-4536

lchfoundation@ahs.ca

With gratitude.


